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Rules of Procedure
Of the Arbitration centre for alternative domain dispute resolution, established under the auspices of
European Information Society Institute, o.z.
(hereinafter ,,Rules of procedure’’)

First Part
General provisions
§1
1) These Rules of Procedure regulate in particular:
a) the procedure of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) between Complainant and
Domain holder in matters of domain registration or use, on the basis of ADR Rules
issued by SK-NIC,
b) table of fees of the ADR Centre.
2) These Rules of Procedure are binding for the ADR Centre, all Experts and Parties, as well as
for every other person attending a Dispute resolution.
3) The purpose of the Dispute resolution by the ADR Centre is to provide effective
extrajudicial dispute resolution between the Parties. The ADR Centre shall proceed with the
dispute resolution without unnecessary delays and technicalities, while safeguarding the
equality of Parties and just protection of infringed or threatened right, and at the same
establishing the factual background of a case to an extent necessary for the dispute
resolution.
4) The dispute resolution by the ADR Centre consists of one instance.
5) The dispute resolution subject to the ADR Rules is not an arbitration procedure in
accordance with legislation regulating arbitration proceedings.
§2
Definitions
1) For the purpose of the Rules of Procedure, the following terms are defined as follows:
a) ADR Centre means Arbitration centre for alternative domain dispute resolution,
established under the auspices of European Information Society Institute, o.z.;
b) Domain holder means person, who, on the basis of successful registration of
Domain, acquired rights and obligations relating to said Domain, including the right

to use and dispose of it;
c) Domain means second-level .SK domain hierarchically subordinate to top-level .SK
domain;
d) Expert means a person, who resolves the dispute under the ADR Rules and is
included in the list of experts maintained by the ADR Centre; unless stated
otherwise, Expert shall also mean the Panel of Experts;
e) Submission means a document, including its annexes, drafted and submitted by the
Complainant in accordance with the Rules of Procedure, with the intention of
starting a Dispute resolution;
f) Panel of Experts means a group of three Experts resolving the dispute under the
ADR Rules, if it has been decided, in accordance with the Regulations, that the
resolution of the dispute shall be entrusted to a Panel of Experts;
g) Rules means Rules of providing domains in the top-level domain .SK issued by SKNIC, which are an inseparable part of the ADR Rules;
h) ADR Rules means Alternative dispute resolution rules issued by SK-NIC, which are
an inseparable part of the Rules;
i) Registry means database of Domains and relevant data recorded on the basis of the
Rules;
j) Dispute resolution means dispute resolution, which has been initiated on the basis
of the Rules of Procedure;
k) SK-NIC means company SK-NIC, a.s., place of establishment Borská 6, Bratislava
841 04, IČO: 35 698 446, recorded in the business register of Municipal court
Bratislava I, Slovakia, in: Sa, Vložka č.: 1156/B, which is the sole registration
authority for top-level domain .SK, and which is responsible for administering the
Registry;
l) Party means Complainant or Domain holder; Parties mean both Complainant and
Domain holder;
m) Complainant means the person who, in accordance with the ADR Rules, submits a
Submission to the ADR Centre for a Dispute resolution with the Domain holder
regarding the Domain.
§3
The ground for Dispute resolution
1) The Dispute resolution is always provided with respect to the legal order of the Slovak
Republic
2) The Expert decides the dispute on the basis of statements of the Parties, provided
documents, evidence and in accordance with Rules, ADR Rules, these Rules of Procedure,

legislation in effect and principles of equity, if the Parties expressly authorize the Expert to
do so.
§4
Language of the Dispute resolution
1) The language of the Dispute resolution is Slovak language.
2) Written documents shall be submitted in Slovak or Czech language. If a document is written
in foreign language, submitting a Slovak or Czech translation of such document is required,
otherwise the designated Expert is not obliged to take such documents into account.
3) The communication with the ADR Centre is carried out in the language of the Dispute
resolution. If the Party does not possess the command of Slovak language, the said Party is
required to secure an interpretor, a translator or a representative, who is fluent in Slovak
language.
4) If both Parties and the designated Expert agree, the Dispute resolution may be conducted in
a language different from the language of the Dispute resolution.
§5
Communication
1) Communication of the Parties with the ADR Centre, including delivering documents to the
ADR Centre as well as receiving documents from the ADR Centre, shall take place
exclusively via electronic means, through an on-line platform accessible on the website of
the ADR Centre. The preferred and recommended format of documents is Portable
Document Format (PDF), unless stated otherwise by the ADR Centre. In exceptional cases
and cases stated in these Rules of Procedure, the ADR Centre may deliver writings to the
Parties also by certified mail or courier service.
2) When a Submission is being sent to the Domain holder for the purpose of providing the
Domain holder with an opportunity to reply, the ADR Centre is obliged to use appropriate
means to notify the Domain holder of the Submission.
3) The ADR Centre fulfils its obligation to notify the Domain holder of the Submission, if:
a) the ADR Centre sends a notification to the Domain holder's electronic address,
together with information on how to access the Submission via on-line platform of
the ADR Centre, which is recorded in the Registry of SK-NIC; and
b) if the Domain holder does not acknowledge the receipt of the notification sent in
accordance with a) within five (5) days of its sending, the ADR Centre will send the
said notification, together with information on how to access the Submission via online platform of the ADR Centre, via certified mail or courier service, to the
correspondence address(es) recorded in the Registry of SK-NIC.
4) In order to be able to communicate via on-line platform, it is required that the Party creates a

user account and/or the account will be created by the ADR Centre.
5) Unless these Rules of Procedure state otherwise, all notifications sent in accordance with
these Rules of Procedure are considered to be delivered:
a) if sent via on-line platform, on the day of delivery of the notification
b) if sent via certified mail or courier service, on the day when the notification is
accepted by the addressee, if the addressee has accepted the delivery; if the addressee
refuses to accept the delivery, the notification is considered to be delivered on the
day of the refusal to accept the delivery; if the addressee does not collect the delivery
within the period during which the delivery is stored at the post office or if the
writing is returned to the sender with a note “addressee unknown” or “addressee
moved” or with a note of similar meaning, the delivery is considered to be delivered
on the third day of the period during which the delivery is being stored at the post
office; this rule shall apply also if the addressee is not aware of this fact.
6) The record of the electronic message of ADR Centre is considered to be valid, unless
relevant evidence of malfunctioning of the ADR Centre's on-line platform is provided.
7) Neither of the Parties shall conduct a one-sided communication with the Expert. All
communication between a Party on one side and the Expert on the other side, regarding the
Dispute resolution, must be conducted through the ADR Centre.
8) Any kind of notice sent in the course of the Dispute resolution:
a) to an Expert by a Party shall be sent through the ADR Centre;
b) by a Party shall be sent through the ADR Centre;
c) by the ADR Centre to a Party after the Dispute resolution has been initiated is also
sent as a copy to the other Party and the Expert.
9) If the Party sending a notice to the ADR Centre receives a message about undelivered
notice, the said Party shall immediately notify the ADR Centre about circumstances of such
message.
§6
Time and computation of time limits
1) If the ADR Centre obliges a Party to carry out a certain activity, it will specify a time period
for carrying out the said activity.
2) First day of a time period shall be the day after the day on which the event relevant for the
initiation of a time period has occurred.
3) Time period expressed in weeks, months or years expires on the day with same designation
as the day, when the event relevant for the initiation of a time period has occurred. If there is
no such day in a given month, the time period terminates on the last day of the month.
4) If the final day of a time period falls on Saturday, Sunday or a public holiday, the final day
of the time period shall be the next working day instead.

5) If a Party submits a proposal to extend a time period, before expiration of the said time
period, the ADR Centre or, after being named, the Expert may, on the basis of exceptional
circumstances and after Expert's own consideration or on the basis of the agreement between
Parties, extend the time period prescribed by these Rules of Procedure or determined in a
previous notice of ADR Centre.
6) Excuse of delay in meeting a time period is not permissible.
7) In case of expedite proceedings, the ADR Centre is, after previously giving notice to the
Parties, authorized to shorten time periods prescribed by these Rules of Procedure.
§7
Fees
1) Fees regarding the Dispute resolution shall be decided by the ADR Centre
2) Fees regarding the Dispute resolution are:
a) a fee for Dispute resolution,
b) an extra fee for expedited proceedings,
c) additional costs of the ADR Centre.
3) Fees for Dispute resolution are:
a) Reward for the Expert,
b) Expenses of the ADR Centre.
4) Fees for Dispute resolution are stated in the Table of Fees of the ADR Centre, which is
attached to these Rules of Procedure.
5) Extra fee for expedited proceedings is stated in the Table of Fees of the ADR Centre,
applicable if the Complainant proposes this type of proceedings in the Submissions in
accordance with § 12 of the Rules of Procedure.
6) Fees for Dispute resolution and the extra fee for expedited proceedings shall be paid by the
Complainant to the ADR Centre in accordance with the Table of Fees of the ADR Centre.
Unless the fee for Dispute resolution, and, where applicable, payment of the extra fee for
expedited proceedings is paid by the Complainant, the ADR Centre is not obliged to take
any action with regards to the Submission.
7) Additional costs of the ADR Centre are costs arising from exceptional circumstances of a
Dispute resolution as a result of activity or requests of a Party, mainly preparing the English
version of a decision.
8) If the additional costs arise, the ADR Centre will ask the Party or both Parties to pay the
costs, in an amount and within a time period stated in the notice of the ADR Centre.
9) The fees are considered to be paid when the relevant amount is transferred to the account of
the ADR Centre, or its establisher, specified in the Table of Fees of the ADR Centre.
10) Costs of the Parties and their representatives are necessary costs, which the Parties had to

expend in relation to protection of their rights and interests (e.g. costs of interpretation,
translations, reward of Party's representatives). Each Party is liable for paying its own costs.
No Party is entitled to reimbursement.
§8
Expert
1) A dispute in accordance with these Rules of Procedure shall be decided by a single Expert.
2) A dispute may be also decided by a Panel of Experts, if a Party proposes such proceedings
and pays the relevant fee for the Dispute resolution.
3) An Expert in accordance with paragraph 1 shall be determined by the ADR Centre.
4) In cases where the dispute is decided by a Panel of Experts, one Expert shall be nominated
by the Complainant in the Submission and one Expert shall be nominated by the Domain
holder in the reply to the Submission. The named Experts will subsequently nominate the
third, chairing Expert within five (5) days.
5) If, during the Dispute resolution, the role of a member of the Panel of Experts ceases to
exist, the ADR Centre will ensure nomination of a new member of the Panel of Experts. The
new member shall be nominated in the same manner as the Expert whose role has ceased to
exist.
6) If any of the members of the Panel of Experts is not nominated in the manner and time
periods states in these Rules of Procedure, the member of the Panel of Experts shall be
nominated by the ADR Centre.
7) The Expert shall exercise discretion regarding any information that have been revealed to
the Expert in the course of the Dispute resolution, except for information that are generally
known or have been made available to the public.
8) The Expert shall be impartial in conducting and deciding a dispute and must exercise due
professional diligence, in order to safeguard a just protection of rights and rightful interests
of the Parties, to prevent violation of rights and rightful interests of the Parties and to ensure
the rights are not being misused to the detriment of the Parties.
9) The Expert shall provide resolution of a dispute in a manner which the Expert considers
appropriate and which is conducted in accordance with these Rules of Procedure.
10) The Expert shall conduct the dispute and provide resolution of the dispute without any
unnecessary delays.
§9
Expulsion of an Expert
1) Expert shall be expelled from the proceedings and dispute resolution, if, with regards to
Expert's relation to the case or the Parties, there are reasonable doubts about Expert's

impartiality.
2) A Party can object to Expert's impartiality no late than seven (7) days after the day on which
the Party learned about circumstances in paragraph 1.
3) The following shall be stated in an objection to Expert's impartiality: against whom the
objection is intended; which particular facts raise doubts about Expert's impartiality; as well
as specifying when did the Party objecting to Expert's impartiality learned about the reasons
for expulsion.
4) An objection to Expert's impartiality, which does not comply with conditions stated in the
paragraph 3 or which has been delivered after the time period in the paragraph 2 has expired,
shall not be taken into consideration.
5) If an objection was submitted only by a single Party, the other Party may make statement
about the objection. This right must be exercised within five (5) days of receiving the
objection.
6) The Expert, who is the subject of the objection, shall also make a statement about the
objection within five (5) days of receiving the objection.
7) If the Expert does not cease to perform the function of an Expert willingly, the objection
about Expert's impartiality shall be resolved by the ADR Centre. The decision of the ADR
Centre about the objection is final, there shall be no remedy. When deciding an objection,
the ADR Centre may ask the general assembly of Experts to provide their opinion.
8) Provisions of this article shall be adequately applied to objections against interpretors and
translators.

Second Part
Proceedings
§10
Initiation of the Dispute resolution
1) The Dispute resolution is initiated by a Submission to the ADR Centre in accordance with
these Rules of Procedure, by paying relevant fees in accordance with § 7 of the Rules of
Procedure and by handling a request to prevent the transfer of a Domain in accordance with
article 4.6.1 of SK-NIC Rules, if such request has been made.
2) The Parties shall have equal position in the Dispute resolution. Every Party shall be given
equal opportunity to exercise their rights and to protect them.
3) If a Party is legal person, a statutory body or a representative shall act on behalf of the Party.
4) A Party may be represented by a representative, whom the Party has chosen and whom the
Party has given a written power of representation. If the power of representation does not
specify the extent of the representation, it is presumed, that the power has been granted for

the whole of the proceedings. A Party shall have only one representative at any given time.
§ 11
Mandatory content of the Submission
1) A Submission delivered to the ADR Centre must the following parts:
a) the identification and contact information of the Parties, or their representatives,
whereas such information are: identifier of the user in the Registry, e-mail address,
phone number; in case of legal person – name or business name, residence and
identification number, if assigned; in case of physical person carrying out business
activities – business name, date of birth, place of business and identification number,
if assigned; in case of other physical persons – name, surname, address of residence
and date of birth,
b) stating the Domain, which shall be the subject of the dispute,
c) truthful description of all the facts on which the Complainant is relying on as a basis
for the claims,
d) providing evidence and stating facts supported by the said evidence,
e) specifying all other procedures that have been initiated or finished regarding the
Domain, which is the subject of the dispute in the Submission; alternatively stating
that no such other procedure exist,
f) the motion itself, i.e. stating the Complainant's claim in accordance with these Rules
of Procedure and the Rules of ADR,
g) information regarding the demand of the Complainant to prevent transfer of the
Domain in accordance with article 4.6.1. of the SK-NIC Rules, if such demand was
made,
h) all forms required by these Rules of Procedure.
2) If the Submission does not contain essential parts in accordance with these Rules of
Procedure, the ADR Centre will notify the Complainant of this fact and will ask the
Complainant to correct the defects of the Submission. If the Complainant does not correct
the defects in the provided time period and the defects prevents proceedings from
continuing, the ADR Centre will discontinue proceedings. At the same time, the ADR Centre
shall notify the Complainant of this fact.
3) A Submission can pertain to more than one Domain, if the Parties are identical and the
Submission concerns the same protected mark, or marks.
4) The ADR Centre acknowledges the receipt of the Submission from the Complainant, after
receiving the payment of applicable fees.
5) The Complainant may amend the Submission with the approval of the ADR Centre. The
ADR Centre shall not allow an amendment in the Submission if the material gathered during
ongoing proceedings could not be used as a basis in proceedings regarding the amended
Submission.

6) In the shortest possible time after a Submission has been submitted, but no later than five (5)
days after the submission has been made and after the applicable fees has been paid in
accordance with § 7 of these Rules of Procedure and before a notice is sent to the Domain
holder in accordance with § 13 para. 1 of the Rules of Procedure, the ADR Centre will
notify SK-NIC of the identity of the Complainant of the relevant Domain.
7) Any other Dispute resolution, regarding the same Domain, which has been initiated during
an earlier Dispute resolution, shall be suspended until such time as the outcome of the
Dispute resolution initiated earlier is known. If an Expert in a Dispute resolution initiated
earlier allows for the Complainant's claims regarding the transfer of the Domain to the
Complainant, all suspended Dispute resolutions shall be discontinued and all paid fees shall
be reimbursed. If the Expert dismisses the Submission with regards to Domain transfer, the
Expert shall proceed with the following Submissions, in accordance with the time of
submission. The ADR Centre shall notify the relevant Complainant of the suspension,
dismissal or continuation in the proceedings of the next Dispute resolution within five (5)
days of issuing the decision of the Expert in a Dispute resolution initiated earlier.
§ 12
Expedited proceedings
1) If the Complainant submits such proposal, which must be a part of the Submission, the ADR
Centre may allow expedited Dispute resolution under the following conditions: the
Submission contains all mandatory parts in accordance with § 11 para. 1 of the Rules of
Procedure, the matter is factually and legally uncomplicated and the Expert does not refuse
the proposal for expedited proceedings.
2) If the ADR Centre does not allow expedited Dispute resolution, the extra fee for expedited
proceedings will be returned to the Complainant.
3) Expedited proceedings shall be conducted and decided only by a single Expert; the
procedure in § 8 para. 2 of the Rules of Procedure cannot be applied.
4) A Complainant cannot amend the Submission in expedited proceedings. Any submitted
amendment will not be taken into consideration and the ADR Centre will continue the
proceedings in accordance with the original Submission.
5) In expedited proceedings, the ADR Centre proceeds in a manner that allows for the
Submission to be decided generally within thirty (30) days of submitting the Submission,
paying the applicable fees in accordance with § 7 of the Rules of Procedure and handling the
request to prevent transfer of the Domain in accordance with article 4.6.1 of SK-NIC Rules,
if such request has been made.
6) If a Submission does not contain mandatory parts in accordance with § 11 of the Rules of
Procedure or it does not contain required attachments, the 30 day period shall begin after the
defects have been correct or after the missing parts of the Submission have been provided.

§ 13
Reply of the Domain holder
1) The ADR Centre shall send a Submission, complying with conditions of these Rules of
Procedure, to the Domain holder within five (5) days of paying the applicable fees in
accordance with § 7 of the Rules of Procedure and handling the request to prevent transfer
of the Domain in accordance with article 4.6.1. of SK-NIC Rules, if such request has been
made. At the same time, the ADR Centre will ask the Domain holder to provide a reply
about the Submission within fifteen (15) days of delivering a notice asking the Domain
holder to provide a reply.
2) Reply of the Domain holder must contain these mandatory parts:
a) the identification and contact information of the Domain holder, or Domain holder's
representatives, whereas such information are: identifier of the user in the Registry,
e-mail address, phone number; in case of legal person – name or business name,
residence and identification number, if assigned; in case of physical person carrying
out business activities – business name, date of birth, place of business and
identification number, if assigned; in case of other physical persons – name,
surname, address of residence and date of birth,
b) truthful description of all the facts on which the Domain holder is relying on as a
basis for the reply,
c) providing evidence and stating facts supported by the said evidence,
d) specifying all other procedures that have been initiated or finished regarding the
Domain, which is the subject of the dispute in the Submission; alternatively stating
that no such other procedure exist,
e) the date and the signature of the Domain holder,
f) all forms required by these Rules of Procedure.
3) If the reply of the Domain holder does not contain essential parts in accordance with these
Rules of Procedure, the ADR Centre will immediately notify the Domain holder of this fact
and will ask the Domain holder to correct the defects of the reply within seven (7) days. If
the Domain holder does not correct the defects in given time period, it is left to Expert's
discretion whether the Domain holder's reply will be taken into account when deciding the
dispute or if the dispute will be decided solely on the basis of the facts and statements made
by the Complainant in the Submission and provided evidence.
4) The ADR Centre shall send the reply of the Domain holder to the Complainant immediately.
5) If the Domain holder does not reply to the Submission in the provided time period, the ADR
Centre will continue the proceedings and the Expert shall take the Submission, proved
statements of the Complainant and the provided evidence as a basis for the decision.

§ 14
Delegating the dispute to an Expert
1) The ADR Centre shall, after sending the reply of the Domain holder to the Complainant or
after the time period to do so has expired, delegate the dispute to an Expert designated in
accordance with § 8 of the Rules of Procedure.
2) In accordance with § 15 of the Rules of Procedure, the Expert may ask or accept any other
statements or documents from any Party, other than the Submission and the reply of the
Domain holder to the Submission, on the basis of the Expert's own discretion.
§ 15
Evidence and preliminary questions
1) The Parties are obliged to state and provide evidence for all the facts on which they base
their claims or objections.
2) The Expert evaluates evidence proposed and provided by the Parties. The Expert is not
obliged to search and secure evidence regarding the dispute, but, on the basis of his or her
own discretion, the Expert might do so in cases where it is justified.
3) The Parties are obliged to provide all the evidence in time. Evidence is not provided in time
if a Party could have provided the evidence at an earlier time, if the Party had been acting
with care and consideration for speediness and efficiency of proceedings. Evidence not
provided in time by a Party does not have to be considered by the Expert.
4) If a Party does not dispute factual claims of the other Party or does not provide any evidence
to dispute the factual claims of the other Party, the Expert shall take such claims into
consideration, unless there is a serious reason to doubt them.
5) The Expert admits evidence at his or her own discretion. Findings from evidence are
evaluated by the Expert impartially and with regards to his or her own discretion, while
taking into consideration everything that has been revealed during the proceedings.
6) The Expert is entitled to make his or her own independent opinion about a preliminary
question, especially with regards to validity of a protected mark, if such question has arisen
in the course of the proceedings.
7) The Expert shall not order an oral proceeding and, when deciding, he or she shall take into
consideration written submissions, evidence provided by the Parties, and other evidence and
facts.
§ 16
Suspending a Dispute resolution, discontinuing proceedings and dismissing a Submission
1) If both Parties propose so, the Expert shall suspend a Dispute resolution for the duration of a
time period stated in their proposal, but no longer than six (6) months.

2) If the Expert comes to a conclusion that a given dispute cannot be resolved through ADR,
mainly for reasons of complexity of the mater, or complexity or importance of the
preliminary question that must be assessed, the Expert shall discontinue the proceedings. At
the same time, the Expert shall decide about the size of the fee for Dispute resolution, which
shall be returned to the Complainant, which however shall not be less than 50% of the fee
paid for the Dispute resolution.
3) The Expert shall dismiss a Submission in case of obvious misuse of Complainant's right.
§ 17
Deciding the dispute
1) The Expert shall decide a dispute and send a written copy of his or her decision to the ADR
Centre within thirty (30) days of a dispute being delegated to the Expert in accordance with
§ 14 of the Rules of Procedure, unless exceptional circumstances justifying prolonging of
the period arise.
2) The decision of the Expert contains in particular:
a) the designation of the ADR Centre,
b) name(s) and surname(s) of Expert(s),
c) identifying information of the Parties, and their representatives if applicable,
d) date of issuing the decision,
e) verdict,
f) reasoning,
g) signature of the Expert, or, in case of a decision of Panel of Experts, signature of all
members of the Panel of Experts.
3) The verdict must be specific and executable in accordance with ADR Rules. The Expert
shall decide every claim specified in the Submission or specified additionally during the
proceedings; the decision cannot, however, exceed the limits of what has been asserted in
the claims.
4) The ADR Centre shall send each Party and SK-NIC the complete version of the decision
within five (5) days of receiving the written copy of the decision from the Expert. In case of
expedited proceedings, the ADR Centre shall send the complete version of the decision to
each Party and SK-NIC on the day of receiving the written copy of the decision from the
Expert.
5) The ADR Centre may provide the decision also in English language, after a Party requires
doing so and pays the additional costs of the ADR Centre.
6) The ADR Centre shall publish anonymized version of the Expert's decision on the website
of the ADR Centre no later than thirty (30) days after the decision has been delivered to both
Parties. The anonymization shall be done at least within the extent of provided consents and
legal rules in effect.

Third Part
Common and final provisions
§ 18
1) The Table of Fees of the ADR Centre constitutes an inseparable annex to the Rules of
Procedure.
2) A Dispute resolution initiated on the basis of a Submission shall be governed by the version
of the Rules of Procedure effective at the time of making a Submission to the ADR Centre.
These Rules of Procedure come into effect at earliest by being published on the website of
the ADR Centre.
3) The Rules of Procedure shall govern all Dispute resolutions initiated on the basis of
Submissions submitted on 01.09.2017 and later.

Annex 1 of the Rules of Procedure - The Table of Fees of the ADR Centre
1) The size of the fees shall be determined on the basis of the tables provided below and the
number of disputed Domains.
Number of disputed Expert's reward
domains that are
subject
of
a
Submission

Expenses of
ADR Centre

the Fee for a Dispute Extra
fee
resolution, to be expedited
paid by the Party
proceedings

1 to 5 Domains

750, - €

400, - €

1150, - €

1150, - €

6 to 10 Domains

950, - €

450, - €

1400, - €

1400, - €

11 and more
Domains

The fee shall be determined individually by the ADR Centre

Number of disputed Total reward for the Expenses of
domains that are members of Panel ADR Centre
subject
of
a of Experts
Submission

for

the Fee for a Dispute
resolution, to be
paid by the Party

1 to 5 Domains

2100, - €

600, - €

2700, - €

6 to 10 Domains

2700, - €

750, - €

3450, - €

11 and more
Domains

The fee shall be determined individually by the ADR Centre

2) The fees stated above are final, due to the fact that the ADR Centre's establisher is not a VAT
payer. If the ADR Centre's establisher becomes VAT payer, the size of the fees will be
increased in order to include the applicable VAT in accordance with legislation in effect.
3) Fees depending on the number of Domains are applicable to Dispute resolution which
includes the identical Complainant, identical Domain holder and the matter concerns the
same protected mark.
4) All fees must be paid via bank transfer to the following bank account:
IBAN: SK7083300000002401398733, BIC/SWIFT: FIOZSKBAXXX

